
In full swing
As the easing of lockdown restrictions continue, many 
of us are now enjoying being back out on our beloved 
golf courses

Many of you may already be 
aware that the majority of 
our policies perfectly cater 
for golfers. Here, we will 
talk you through some of 
the automatic cover that 

we provide on our policies.
Insurers are seeing a rise in the number of 

avid golfers who are investing in launch mo-
nitors such as the ‘Trackman’. This is essen-
tially a monitoring device which is hooked up 
to a laptop.

“
Modern simulators and other 

computerised equipment do not come 
cheap with the average package 
costing in the region of £18,000.

When striking balls at a driving range or 
in an indoor studio, it will pick up on how far 
the ball has travelled and curved with the 

We can provide cover on the following policy features:

• Replacement golf clubs overseas if your own are lost or stolen.
• Hole in one cover – It is tradition when a player scores a hole in one as part of an official completion to 

buy the drinks in the clubhouse afterwards, the majority of our insurers will cover the cost of the drinks 
if you are fortunate enough to hit such a shot*.

• Liability Cover – Cover is provided for both personal injuries whilst playing golf and damage to third par-
ties property caused whilst playing golf*. 

• Cover for home set up for indoor studios with associated simulator equipment and outdoor putting / 
chipping greens such as Astro turf all weather facilities. 

• Worldwide All Risks Cover on Golf Equipment so you can be safe in the knowledge your equipment is 
covered wherever you take it.

 
* Up to a certain limit depending on the insurer.
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apex of its flight covered as well as the speed 
and spin on the ball. 

Modern simulators and other compute-
rised equipment do not come cheap with 
the average package costing in the region of 
£18,000.

Such systems would tend to be automa-
tically covered under our specialist High Net 
Worth policies unlike standard offerings whi-
ch are simply not designed for such posses-
sions and are likely to have restrictive inner 
limits.

As this equipment is designed to be por-
table the cover would extend whilst anywhe-
re in the world.

For any enquiries on anything related to 
Golf Insurance, please do not hesitate to 
call your usual contact at Eastwood Private 
Clients. 


